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COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE IN LITERACY WAYZATA PUBLIC SCHOOLS LOCAL LITERACY PLAN – GRADES K-3
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“Literacy is a bridge from misery to hope. It is a tool for daily life in modern society. It is a bulwark against poverty, and a building block of development. Literacy is a platform for democratization, and a vehicle for the promotion of cultural and national identity… it is an agent of family health and nutrition. For everyone, everywhere, literacy is, along with education in general, a basic human right. Literacy is, finally, the road to human progress and the means through which every man, woman and child can realize his or her full potential.” — Kofi Annan
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY The Wayzata Public Schools Local Literacy Plan, hereafter referred to as the Wayzata Literacy Plan, details our current efforts to ensure that each student in the Wayzata Public School District is reading at or above grade level by third grade. This plan meets the requirements of Minnesota Statute 120B.12, also known as Read Well by Grade 3. Research consistently shows that early reading success predicts future academic success. It is our belief that literacy is the gatekeeper skill to success in school and in life. We also believe that parents and caregivers are partners in their students’ education. By fostering these community partnerships, we continue to strive to have all of our students read well. This plan describes the processes and practices we have in place to support students in grades K-3 who need targeted assistance to reach grade-level proficiency in reading. It is a product of ongoing efforts and will be reviewed and updated yearly. Reading Well by Third Grade District Committee



The Reading Well by Third Grade District Committee is comprised of representatives from each school. The District Leadership Committee is made up of the Director of Curriculum & Instruction, the Language Arts Resource teacher, and other administrators and teachers representing many stakeholder groups, including district administration, building principals, district teachers on special assignment whose roles involve literacy, early childhood, special education, Title 1, English learners, classroom teachers and intervention teachers. The charge of this committee is to promote and ensure implementation of the Wayzata Literacy Plan. The Building Leadership Committees are made up of the principal and teachers at their sites. The charge of these committees is to promote and ensure implementation of the Wayzata Literacy Plan, serve as communication conduits between buildings and the District Leadership Team and promote family-schoolcommunity partnerships.



MISSION AND VISION The Mission of Wayzata Public Schools is to ensure a world-class education that prepares each and every student to thrive today and excel tomorrow in an ever-changing global society. The Vision of Wayzata Public Schools is to be a model of excellence where all students discover their unique talents, develop a love and tenacity for learning and demonstrate confidence and capacity for success. For more information about Wayzata Public Schools values and strategic plan, please visit: Wayzata Public Schools Strategic Map
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COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE IN LITERACY EDUCATION



BACKGROUND Our commitment to using effective teaching practices to provide our K-3 students the best possible literacy education began with the advent of a Literacy Specialist position at each school in 2004. From this small beginning, we have expanded the Wayzata Literacy Program to include additional personnel across the district. As of 2014, we have 13 trained reading teachers in our district working with K-3 students. We also have special education teachers and instructional paraprofessionals who are trained to help students increase their literacy. Our literacy program serves more than just our K-3 students. We have reading intervention specialists at each school in the district, including the middle schools and the high school. Our community also supports our program with over 100 trained literacy volunteers and many outreach programs. Please see page 11 for more information on these professionals and their roles. A comprehensive review of the Language Arts Curriculum K-12 began in 2006. Over the next three years the Curriculum Committee developed its vision, mission and guiding principles. Wayzata’s English Language Arts vision statement is “Literacy for Life.” It is our mission to provide our st students with 21 century skills. We teach our learners to think, read, write, speak, listen and view in order to:  research, interpret and analyze  adapt to continual and rapid change  problem-solve using multiple information sources and innovative thinking  work in a diverse world  interact fluently in a technological world  be ready to learn skills for jobs that are yet to be created



GUIDING PRINCIPLES The following guiding principles were developed by the Language Arts Review Committee and used by our Reading Well by Third Grade District Committee as they developed the Local Literacy Plan. These guiding principles reflect current literacy research, the culture of our school district, and the importance we place on literacy in learning. 1. The years from birth to school entrance are an important time for building literacy foundations for children. Parents, extended family, teachers and other caregivers provide beginning knowledge of literacy through everyday interactions such as reading aloud to children, telling stories and talking to one another. 2. Students learn in a variety of ways and at a variety of levels. Teachers need to teach in ways and with materials that meet students' needs. 3. Language arts skills are best learned and practiced as students are required to use them rather than as isolated skills. 4. Successful beginning readers need phonemic awareness and knowledge of the alphabetic principle. Successful readers need basic phonics and word analysis strategies to read words. 5. Fluency is a strong predictor of comprehension. Fluency includes such things as rate, expression, intonation, attention to punctuation and vocabulary knowledge.
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6. Readers construct meaning using the author’s text and their own background and purposes. Preteaching vocabulary, building background knowledge and setting purposes increase comprehension. 7. Strategic readers use comprehension skills (e.g. summarizing, predicting, generating questions, making connections) to comprehend new text. 8. Students learn most words independently through multiple exposures, analyzing context or word structure (affixes, roots) and consulting with others, e.g. dictionaries. In addition, students need direct instruction in specific vocabulary to understand concepts. 9. Students attain a better understanding of concepts and ideas through interactive learning. Active listening, discussion, writing, reflection and self-evaluation are important to the learning process. 10. Extensive reading results in substantial growth in vocabulary, comprehension abilities and background knowledge. 11. Success, motivation and engagement impact students’ literacy learning and achievement. 12. Students who do not learn to read in first grade are likely to need extra reading support in the future. Students having trouble in reading and writing can improve if provided with carefully designed learning interventions. 13. All students can develop higher-level thought processes when these processes are taught and practiced. 14. Using a writing process contributes to improved writing. 15. Students need the presentation skills to communicate so that others understand. These skills include such things as word-processing, visual presentation skills, legible handwriting, public speaking and standard spelling. 16. Students should be exposed to both classic and contemporary literary works that are written by and about diverse people and cultures. 17. Formative assessment focuses and guides instruction. Summative assessment measures attainment of standards, benchmarks and goals. Both types of assessment are important in a language arts program. 18. Media centers provide important literacy and inquiry resources. 19. Teachers are key to student learning. Effective, ongoing professional development is necessary to the success of a language arts program.
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STATEMENT OF GOALS In 2012, the Minnesota State Legislature enacted statute 120B.12, often referred to as Reading Well by Third Grade. The statute states that: "A school district must adopt a local literacy plan to have every child reading at or above grade level no later than the end of grade three. A local literacy plan must include a process to assess students' level of reading proficiency, notify and involve parents, intervene with students who are not reading at or above grade level, and identify and meet staff development needs. The district must post its literacy plan on the official school district website.'" The Reading Well by Third Grade initiative is designed to guide the work of school districts in Minnesota. The Minnesota State Standards provide additional guidance for all students’ literacy learning. The Legislature believes that these efforts will help close the achievement gap, and ensure that all students are ready for the demands of college and the workplace. It is the goal of Wayzata Public Schools that all students will be reading at or above grade level by the end of third grade. Although this document details our work in grades K-3, Wayzata Public Schools is committed to supporting students throughout their schooling. Interventions are available for under-performing students at any grade level. In addition to interventions, Wayzata Public Schools provides excellent classroom instruction for all students as evidenced in the reading achievement scores of our national and state test results, which can be viewed here. Wayzata students continue to be at or near the highest level in reading in the state of Minnesota.
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CORE CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION Wayzata Public Schools has a balanced approach to literacy with classroom teachers providing core instruction for all students. Wayzata elementary teachers use the Scott Foresman 2008 Reading Street curriculum, which provides comprehensive, scientifically based reading instructional practices to assess and support all students’ reading progress depending on their needs. The curriculum presents explicit, systematic, high-quality instruction focused on five pillars of literacy that have been identified by the National Reading Panel as critical elements of learning to read. Read more about the National Reading Panel here. The five pillars of literacy are: 1. Phonemic awareness: the ability to hear and make the sounds that letters represent and understanding that letters represent certain sounds 2. Phonics: being able to, based on knowledge of the relationship between letters and sounds, sound out written words correctly 3. Fluency: reading without effort; the fundamental skills involved in phonemic awareness and phonics become automatic 4. Vocabulary development: through the expansion of vocabulary, students are able to expand their capacity for understanding; it is impossible to learn without first knowing and understanding the words that relate to the topic at hand 5. Reading comprehension: students read text and are able to extract meaning



Research shows that there is a strong reciprocal relationship between reading and writing and that learning to read well is influenced by learning to write well. In order to support this relationship, Wayzata elementary schools also use the Lucy Calkins’ Units of Study curriculum, which complements the reading curriculum and provides high-quality writing instruction. The Units of Study curriculum ensures all elementary students have the opportunity to develop writing skills in opinion, informative/explanatory and narrative writing, as required in the 2010 Minnesota State Standards.
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MULTI-TIERED SYSTEMS OF SUPPORT In Grades K-5, Wayzata Public Schools has a multi-tiered structure of support for students beginning with additional instruction by the classroom teacher and progressing to more focused instruction, both in increased time and in decreased student-to-instructor ratio. These multi-tiered interventions include: 1. Additional classroom small group or individual instruction provided by the classroom teacher. 2. Additional small group instruction provided by a Literacy Specialist or Title 1 teacher or trained paraprofessional. 3. Additional individual instruction provided by a Reading Recovery trained teacher or Literacy Specialist. Wayzata Public Schools also provides special education services for students with disabilities and English language services for students who have English as their second language. These services use specially designed instruction by a licensed special education or English language instructor. In addition our schools are organized to support teachers in helping to problem-solve when a student is under-performing: Professional Learning Communities (PLCs): Wayzata teachers meet in Professional Learning Communities (PLCs). Within these meetings teachers follow the progress students are making toward the reading and literacy goals established by the Minnesota Academic Standards for English Language Arts. Although not an intervention, these groups of classroom and intervention teachers play an important role in meeting the needs our under-performing students. Problem-Solving Teams (PSTs) (Also known as Teacher or Student Assistance Teams TAT, SAT) If students are not making adequate progress, each of our sites has a team made up of various stakeholders including the principal, social worker, literacy specialists, and classroom teachers who follow a systematic protocol to create a plan for more intensive targeted intervention. The progress of the student in these new interventions is monitored and further steps may be taken if adequate progress is still not apparent.



KEY SUPPORT PERSONNEL AND PROGRAMS Literacy Specialists: Literacy Specialists are licensed teachers who arrange and deliver interventions, assess and teach students. They may also serve as a resource assisting others who work with students. They may gather data, meet with grade level teams, do additional assessment for targeted instruction, work with paraprofessionals, set up safety nets (e.g. literacy volunteers), and follow up with records on new students. Reading Recovery: Reading Recovery is a highly effective short-term intervention of one-to-one tutoring for first graders who are not catching on to the complex set of concepts that make reading and writing possible. This proven, research-based intervention program includes daily lessons with personalized instruction based on careful observation of reading and writing behavior. Each lesson consists of reading familiar books, being assessed on a previously read book, phonics and writing, and reading a new book with support. Individual students receive a half-hour lesson each school day for 12 to 20 weeks with a highly trained Reading Recovery teacher. As soon as students can meet grade-level expectations and demonstrate that they can continue to work independently in the classroom, their lessons are discontinued.
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Paraprofessionals: Instructional paraprofessionals are educational support staff who meet Minnesota’s high standard requirements. Paraprofessionals provide supplemental practice to students who need assistance after an intervention by a licensed teacher, or with students who need extra practice to maintain their skills. Under the direction of a licensed teacher, they may assess and monitor a student’s progress and provide practice activities for students who need to hone their skills.



Title I: Title I is a federally funded program that is “meant to ensure that all children have a fair, equal, and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach, at a minimum, proficiency on challenging State academic achievement standards and state academic assessments. Please visit the U.S. Department of Education website here. In Wayzata, Title I instructors include both teachers and paraprofessionals.



English Learners: The English Learner (EL) Program in Wayzata Public Schools supports students in the development of reading, writing, speaking and listening in English. Students who qualify for the program are served by licensed EL teachers according to their level of proficiency in English. Please see the English Learner website here for details on program entrance and exit, parent notification and program information.



Achievement Specialists: Achievement Specialists serve as a critical liaison between the district and its diverse community populations; working to promote racial, ethnic, linguistic and cultural understanding and productive partnerships, as well as provide leadership and management to all district equity and integration initiatives. They assists district staff in maintaining learning environments where all students with a wide range of capabilities, learning styles and interests can master the state standards and achieve at proficient levels in the areas of reading, writing, social studies, mathematics and science.



Special Education: The focus of special education is to ensure a Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) for eligible students identified to have a disability and who are in need of individualized and specially designed instruction. This instruction must provide for progress toward goals and objectives through collaboration between parents/guardians, students and professional staff.
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ASSESSMENTS Universal screening assessments are given to all students to help identify those students who are not progressing adequately and will need extra help. This screening is done at the beginning, middle and end of each year to see students’ progress relative to their peers. Students who score in the in the 50 percentile are considered at risk and will be monitored to see that they are making progress. Students at the 20 percentile or below will receive direct intervention help. The universal screening assessments provide information about students’ progress on foundational reading skills. These are detailed in the 2010 Minnesota State English Language Arts Standards, which can be found here. They also provide information that will lead toward success in the National Reading Panel’s five pillars of literacy defined above: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary development, and reading comprehension. The assessments vary depending on the literacy goals of each grade level.



KINDERGARTEN Kindergarten students are assessed using the Illinois Snapshots of Early Literacy (ISEL) assessment. The ISEL is used to identify the literacy needs of students so teachers can design meaningful instruction. In addition, it is used to screen students who may need an early reading intervention and to monitor student growth over time. The ISEL data is also useful in reviewing the Kindergarten reading program to ensure it is preparing students for first grade. Typically about 90% of students end Kindergarten with an on-target or above reading level. The following table indicates what Kindergarten students are tested on, when, and what scores indicate a need for further monitoring (50 percentile) or intervention (20 percentile).



Test Subjects Alphabet Recognition Listening Comprehension & Vocabulary Initial Consonant (able to identify beginning sounds) 1:1 Word Matching (point to words while reading) Letter Sounds (phonics) Developmental Spelling (phonics) Sight Words (recognize common words) Passage Reading



Fall



Fall



Mid-year



Mid-year



Spring



Spring



Highest possible score



20 percentile



50 percentile



20 percentile



50 percentile



20 percentile



50 percentile



54



< 17



18 - 40



< 44



45 - 52



< 51



53



21



< 10



11 - 15



< 14



15 - 17



10






4-6






8 - 10



9






2-4



26






2-8



27






2-5



22



0



0



12



0



0



< 13






14 - 20



2-4






8



< 18



19 - 22



< 11



12 - 17






5-8



0



1-3



FIRST GRADE
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First grade students are assessed using subtests from Marie Clay’s Observation Survey. These provide critical information regarding foundational reading skills. In addition, students are given a general textlevel subtest using the Developmental Reading Assessments. Text levels range from 1-40. In first grade, students are expected to reach a Level 18 to be on-target at the end of the year. Analyzing text level data provides individual student growth results and also reveals the overall on-target or above reading results of our students. Approximately 90 percent of students end first grade with an on-target or above reading level. The following table indicates what first grade students are tested on, when and what scores indicate a need for further monitoring or interventions. Rather than percentiles, the scores on these tests are distributed into nine Stanines, or groups. Children in Stanines 4-6 indicate a need for further monitoring. Children in Stanines 3 or below will receive interventions.



Test subjects



Fall



Fall



Mid-year



Mid-year



Spring



Spring



Highest possible score



Stanine 3



Stanine 6



Stanine 3



Stanine 6



Stanine 3



Stanine 6



54



< 49



50 - 52



< 50



51 - 53



< 51



54



20






3-7






9 - 13



< 11



18 - 19



70






4 - 14



< 16



25 - 30



< 25



37 - 49



37



< 15



16 - 30



< 23



31 - 32



< 28



35



40






2-3






8 - 11



< 12



13 - 18



Letter Identification Word List (recognize common words) Writing Words Hearing Sounds in Words (phonics) Text Level (fluency and comprehension)



SECOND GRADE Beginning in second grade, student reading is monitored and assessed using NWEA’s Measures of Academic Progress, MAP. The data from the MAP assessment, coupled with text level data and Scott Foresman adapted unit tests are monitored throughout the year to identify students who may need a reading intervention and to monitor student growth over time. Our Scott Foresman adapted Unit Tests have been analyzed and determined to be a good predictor of proficiency on the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment-III, which is administered to students beginning in third grade. Our initial screening assessment for second grade students is comprised of a Word List and Text Level Assessment. Students are expected to be able to read 45 words on the Wayzata Second Grade Word List at the beginning of the year. On the Text Level Assessment students read a Level 18 (end of first grade) text. If they are unable to do so, they are asked to read a Level 9. Students reading below Level 9 receive intervention help. Students between Level 9 and 18 may be given more time to catch up after the summer. They are carefully watched to ensure accelerated progress and may be moved to intervention help as needs dictate. Additional data is collected on students needing intervention by doing a fluency check. Fluency is based on the number of correct words the student can read per minute (cwpm). It may also include observation of such things as monitoring punctuation, using expression and reading in phrases. The following table shows the rates at which students are at high risk and who will be considered for intervention in second grade.



Fluency
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2nd Grade Metric Rate



Fall



Winter



High Risk



Some Risk



High Risk



Some Risk



< 30



< 59



< 61



< 87



Spring High Risk Some Risk < 79



< 105



At times students may fluctuate on test performance. In using test criteria, teachers will use at least three qualifying criteria to identify students for intervention. Teachers may look for a history of below average performance on assessments and also low performance in the classroom as further evidence of need.



THIRD GRADE In third grade, entry into intervention is first determined by a review of past years’ performance on State and District Assessments and teacher recommendation. Additional screening assessments are done using the Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) text levels and fluency measures. Students reading below a DRA Level 24 are considered for intervention. Fluency is based on correct words per minute (cwpm). The following table shows the rates at which students are at high risk and who will be considered for intervention in third grade. Fluency 3rd Grade Metric Rate



Fall



Winter



High Risk



Some Risk



High Risk



Some Risk



< 63



< 91



< 88



< 115



Spring High Risk Some Risk < 103



< 130



At times students may fluctuate on test performance. In using test criteria, teachers will use at least three qualifying criteria to identify students for intervention. Teachers may look for a history of below average performance on assessments and also low performance in the classroom as further evidence of need. All third grade students are expected to be reading at or above grade level by spring. Students scoring below the target goals for third grade will receive intervention help.
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PARENT NOTIFICATION & INVOLVEMENT It is our belief that parents and caregivers play an integral part in their children’s success. We invite and encourage parent involvement.



PARENT/GUARDIAN NOTIFICATION Parents or guardians of students who are at or above grade level and are making adequate progress will be notified of test results at regularly scheduled parent-teacher conferences in the fall and spring, or when progress reports are sent out in the winter and at the end of the school year. Parents or guardians of students who are below grade level will be notified of their students’ results at the earliest possible time. Parents or guardians of any student who is identified for intervention help outside of the classroom will receive notification prior to the intervention. All parents and guardians are encouraged to contact the school at any time with concerns or questions.



PARENT/GUARDIAN INVOLVEMENT One of the best things parents can do to help their students with reading is to find good books to read to or with them or to have children read on their own. Here are some websites with lists of good books:  Children's and Young Adult Bloggers' Literary Awards  American Library Association  http://www.ala.org/awardsgrants/awards/browse/rlist?showfilter=no  Barnes and Noble  http://www.barnesandnoble.com/s/?category_id=1376361



These resources provide strategies for helping your student increase their literacy learning at home:  



Author of The Read Aloud Handbook, Jim Trelease’s website The Reading Recovery Council of North America website



There are many opportunities for parent involvement in the Wayzata Public Schools. Please see individual schools’ websites for ways parents can be involved. Birchview Elementary: Birchview Elementary Gleason Lake Elementary: Gleason Lake Elementary Greenwood Elementary: Greenwood Elementary Kimberly Lane Elementary: Kimberly Lane Elementary Oakwood Elementary: Oakwood Elementary Plymouth Creek Elementary: Plymouth Creek Elementary Sunset Hill Elementary: Sunset Hill Elementary
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT All Wayzata teachers participate regularly in professional development using scientifically-based instruction. Instruction varies year to year depending on the needs of students and teachers. Topics of instruction typically include:  administering assessments  observing students to further identify areas of need  oral language supports  common instructional language and prompts  writing as a reading intervention  specific instructional strategies to address deficit areas District professional development days and summer training days may include topics related to reading depending on the goals set by the district and sites. They may include such professional development models as direct instruction, modeling, practice, feedback and reflection. In addition, the professional development plan uses technology to augment and enhance the learning experience. This may include iPads, videos, shared documents, podcasts, or other modes of current technology. The structure of our Alternative Compensation Program supports the creation of teacher-designed professional development opportunities in the form of Academy Courses and study groups. Teachers select the content of these offerings. Although self-selected, the content of many groups focuses on topics related to literacy. PLCs and the Building Leadership Teams, using data-driven dialogues, analyze data to inform both student learning and instructional effectiveness. Administrators monitor instructional effectiveness. Reading Recovery teachers participate in continued contact training each year provided by a Reading Recovery Teacher Leader.
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vitality, expand access to health and cultural resources,. and activate a revitalized downtown that offers a. concentration of opportunities for live, work, and play ...
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